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Keurig k compact k35 user manual

The POWER BUTTON Charging when the coffee machine is currently off, i.e. the power button is not on, the power button turns on after a few seconds. but you don't have to wait for it If water is needed, the little blue Add Water light is on, add water to the water reservoir back Lift off the reservoir with a clear plastic lid
Pour some water, but don't fill the maximum water level on the upper edge markers reservoir sides Replace the reservoir lid Put an empty cup drip tray that is focused on spout ⇐ don't forget to do !!! Enter the K-Cup Raise a large silver handle named Keurig Remove and throw the old K-Cup when present Shake and
enter the new K-Cup Do not enter the new K-Cup if you just make a cleaning cycle (described in the NOTE box below) Firmly press down the big silver handle Lights all three Cup Size buttons start to flash blue (It can take 5 or 10 seconds) Press the Cup Size button for the desired size: small (6 oz.), medium (8 oz.),
large (10 oz.) The selected button light turns blue Do not select a larger size than the drip tray placed on the cup, or the cup may overflow Brewing takes place Loud boiling sound starts in less than a minute Usually takes one or two minutes to finish the brew Hot liquid then eject the cup Remove used K-Cup only after
cup Size button blue light goes out Raise the large silver handle Take and throw the old K-Cup Press the large silver handle Remove the brewed liquid Do cleanup if necessary -- need only a few pcs cup; see NOTE below A few seconds after press down on the large silver handle after removing your K-Cup, there will be
more loud boiling sounds and three Cup Size button lights flash. You can ignore it or continue to brew another dish, starting with step 2 above, which adds more water than needed. Otherwise, Press the power button to turn off the coffee machine or have it switched off after using this type of K-Cups, immediately clean it
to prevent the coffee machine from clogging: To clean, just make a new brew, but do not enter the new K-Cup after removing the old one, i.e. just boil the water and let it drain into the waste, then discard this hot water. Last updated: 9/16 JGK Coffee &amp;amp; Know a blog dedicated to sharing tips, tricks, honest
reviews and comparisons to products, instruction and installation guides, answers to frequently asked questions, how-to's, and more! MyKup is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates program, an affiliate advertising program that provides resources for sites to earn advertising fees by Amazon.com. 1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Contents 13 This is a mute down version of the brewery without a screen. It's not for any other machine. Symptoms; Your machine is unresponsive, frozen when all the lights are on and they only make partial cups or nothing at all. timeline; You're in the middle of descaling your machine or you haven't
cleaned it for a long time. You're probably going to be late for work too... Reason; Calcium or lime accumulates in the heater and/or needle set. The blockage causes the water element to turn to steam and air lock machine. Coffee grounds connect the needle from time to time. If you have keurig, you are familiar with how
to clean the needle. I do not cover that.* Read and understand all these instructions, including WARNING!*Remove the machine for ten seconds. Reconnect the machine.*Press the power and large cup buttons at the same time. They're both illuminating. Release both buttons.*Press the button of the middle cup quickly,
and then press the small cup button. One by one.*The pump goes into manual mode and pumps water continuously so that the container(s) are ready.*Pressing the small cup button again stops the pump. Do not pump the container to dry. Fill the reservoir again and try as usual. WARNING; IF YOU ARE A MACHINE
TRYING TO SOLVE THIS PROBLEM, THE HEATING ELEMENT IS RED HOT. Disconnect the machine from the mains and allow it to sit down to cool down for an hour. IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO DO SO, IT CAN CAUSE WATER STEAM AT HIGH PRESSURE, WHICH CAN CAUSE DAMAGE AND INJURY! ©2020
Walmart Stores, Inc. Inc.
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